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THE LOWRY CENTRE Montage
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1. INTRODUCTION: This started as a
series of photographs of modern
buildings in Manchester, which
were meant by their architects to
be new landmarks. Some, such as
the CIS Building and the ‘Toast
Rack’ were built during the 1960s
and 70s when slum clearance and
redevelopment radically changed
the face of the city. Some of these
were already threatened with de-
molition by the time I was snapping
them after the Millennium. 

More landmark buildings were built
after the 1996 IRA bombing of the
city centre and in time for the host-
ing of the 2002 Commonwealth
Games. This period was heralded as
a renaissance of the city centre, but
the building boom was tempered
by the financial crash of 2008.
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At the time of writing (2020)
Manchester’s skyline is once again
peppered with cranes. Most of what
is going up is residential – there is a
big problem of homelessness – but
overwhelmingly what is being built
are upmarket high rise apartments
for buy-to-let investors, foreign con-
sortiums or single, young profes-
sionals. The other boom is in private
student accomodation. Such edi-
fices as these are placed down in,
rather than grown up from neigh-
bourhoods. They are making state-
ments, not meeting needs. 

Some of these photographs were
exhibited in 2009 at Manchester’s
Central Library before it was closed
for a major refurbishment 
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2. 60s… 70s… GO!: The built envi-
ronment of Manchester city centre
changed dramatically in the 1960s
and 70s. Roads, offices, hotels and
the University saw some of the
boldest changes. Some are still
there to be seen, others have al-
ready gone 

PORTLAND TOWER 1962
Leach Rhodes Walker 
Office block
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‘THE TOAST RACK’ (HOLLINS COLLEGE) 1958
L.C. Howitt
Catering College
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CIS BUILDING 1962
Gordon Tait
Office block
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RAMADA RENAISSANCE 1972
Cruickshank and Seaward
Hotel
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3. THE MODERN WORLD: In the 21st
Century, key civic buildings such as
the Manchester Civil Justice Centre,
Salford’s Lowry Centre and Imperial
War Museum North led the way
and encouraged the private sector
to build their own landmarks. The
Co-op’s CIS building had domi-
nated the Manchester Skyline
when it opened in 1962. In 2013,
their new building, One Angel
Square opened just over the road.
The opening was somewhat sullied
by mounting criticism of the Co-
op’s ethics as an organisation and
actions as a property developer 

ONE ANGEL SQUARE 2013 / CIS BUILDING 1962
3DReid / Gordon Tait 
Company Headquarters





CIVIL JUSTICE CENTRE 2007
Denton Corker Marshall
Governmental building (courts)
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THE LOWRY CENTRE 2000
James Stirling 
Arts Centre
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4. MR SIMPSON: Several key build-
ings built after the 1996 bombing
including Urbis (now the National
Museum of Football) and the
Beetham Tower were designed by
the same architect, Ian Simpson. He
is apparently the only architect the
City’s Fathers can name, which is
good for him, but not so good for
the city as his best buildings aren’t
that good. The main point of inter-
est in the two buildings mentioned
is a gimmick – they have an unusual
shape 

PARKWAY GATE 2008
Ian Simpson
Student accomodation
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BEETHAM TOWER 2006 (Note the poster)
Ian Simpson
Apartments and Hilton Hotel
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URBIS 2002 / ARNDALE TOWER 1972 
Ian Simpson / Hugh Wilson & Lewis Womersley
Museum / Shopping Centre Offices
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BEETHAM TOWER 2006
Ian Simpson
Apartments and Hilton Hotel
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No. 1 DEANSGATE 2003
Ian Simpson
Apartments
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SKYLINE CENTRAL 2007
Ian Simpson
Apartments
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5. BUILDING BRIDGES:New bridges
cross the rivers, railways and canals,
reflecting the area’s industrial past  

MILLENNIUM BRIDGE 2000
W. Middleton
Bridge at Salford Quays
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TRINITY BRIDGE 1995
Santiago Calatrava
Foot Bridge across the   Irwell 



MEDIA CITY FOOT BRIDGE 2009
Wilkinson Eyre
Foot Bridge crossing the Manchester Ship Canal



GATEWAY INTERCHANGE 2005
PRP
Transport Interchange
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6. THE WAR ON CONCRETE: The A57 ‘Mancunian Way’
elevated roadway opened in 1967. A year later, it was
awarded a plaque by the Concrete Society. Concrete
was the material the future was being built from. In
the 21st Century, award winning Japanese architect
Tadao Ando used a wall made from concrete to shield
Piccadilly Gardens from the noise of  Piccadilly Bus
Station. Piccadilly, the centre of the city, had become
rundown since the plaza’s trinity of Manchester mod-
ern – The Piccadilly Hotel, Sunley House and Bernard
House had been built between 1959 and 1965. However,
Ando’s new gardens were beset by social problems,
and issues arising from the Council’s dealings with the
private sector to finance the development. The con-
crete wall unfairly became the ‘dog whistle’ for critics
and the next two decades saw a fight to knock down
‘the Berlin Wall’ or ‘concrete monstrosity’ 

FARADAY TOWER 1967
H.M. Fairhurst
University Building
MANCUNIAN WAY 1967
G. Maunsall & Partners
Elevated roadway
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PICCADILLY GARDENS 2002
Tadao Ando
Public space
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7. A HOUSE NOT A HOME Manch-
ester City Council has been largely
successful in its aim of getting more
people living in the city centre. But
it has done this by letting private
developers build what they have
decided is best for their profits. Vir-
tually all of the new build is unin-
spired and unremarkable – and
often gated. More successfully, old
industrial buildings have been con-
verted into housing in places such
as Ancoats (sometimes rated as the
trendiest place in Britain to live) but
this has been accompanied by so-
cial cleaning, with existing working
class communities moved out,
priced out and kept out of the area

NEW ISLINGTON 2012
Urban Splash (Developer)
Housing
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CYPRUS PLACE 2009
Aedas Architects
Residential apartments, Cheetham Hill
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THE HACIENDA APARTMENTS 2019: 
City centre living built on the 
site of the infamous club
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THE ‘GREEN QUARTER’ 2018: 
High rise housing built for 
buy-to-let in Cheetham Hill
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ISIS (ISLINGTON WHARF TOWER)  2008
Broadway Maylan
Apartments in Ancoats
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THE GREEN BUILDING  2005
Terry Farrell & Partners
Mixed Residential and commercial



‘MANCHATTAN’ CROWN STREET 2020
SimpsonHaugh
Residential towers
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8.RECLAD & REDEVELOP: The city’s
post-war redevelopment plan
aimed to make good the bomb
damage of the Second World War,
clear away the slums the Luftwaffe
had left and build more garden city
communities like Wythenshawe,
which had been started pre-war.
However, by the 1950s the new Tory
government was insisting and in-
centivising councils to build high
rise housing. Within 20 years of
going up, some of these were com-
ing down and “high rise” became a
short hand for social problems and
was used by the Tory governments
of the 1980s to demolish the very
idea of social housing. Council
housing was sold off and essentially
privatised – given away to housing
corporations who behaved like
mega sized market landlords. It was
harder to get rid of high rise blocks
of flats as mortgage companies
were reluctant to lend. 
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So, they were tarted up – covered in
cladding to stop them messing up
the gentrification of the regenerat-
ing streets below them. This hap-
pened in Manchester and it
happened with Grenfell Tower in
London.    

There are so many cranes in Manch-
ester because so much of what is
being built is being built upwards.
The area just beyond Deansgate on
the edge of the city centre has jok-
ingly been dubbed ‘Manchattan’. 

The lack of community that was
partly blamed for the failure of
tower blocks in the past has been
forgotten or ignored. What they are
building now are smaller, pokier,
meaner than what came before.
They make no attempt to build a
community within the block or be
part of  the communities they tower
over 

Grenfell Tower, London
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Clad and unclad 1960s/70s council flats in Ancoats 
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Demolition of Wenlock Court, 1960s council high rise tower block in Gorton 
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The 3 TOWERS flats in Collyhurst. Redeveloped by Urban Splash and named 
Emmeline, Sylvia and Christabel after the Pankhurst family suffragettes 
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Reclad 1960s ex-council high rise flats, Collyhurst



POSTCARDS FROM MCR
A6 (148x105mm) softback, 
68 pages, 150 colour photos

What if postcards showed
the truth about a city?
What would they look like if
the pictures were picked by
sociologists instead of mar-
keting managers?

If you were lucky you’d end
up with these 150 photos of
Manchester being Mancunian.

Warm and witty

I LUV MCR
North of Psychogeography
A6 (148x105mm) softback, 
72 pages, 49 colour & b/w 
photographs and maps

11 true if slightly strange sto-
ries about the city. Together
they show how Manchester
leads the way in turning its
citizens into consumers.

Amusingly acidic

STATUESQUE
Public sculpture
A6 (148x105mm) softback, 
78 pages, 85 colour photos

Statues don't tell you much
about who they depict but
tell you an awful lot about
who put them up and why. 

Why do we put statues up?
Why do we tear them down?
How did Manchester end up
with two statues of Chopin,
two of Engels and none of
Graham Stringer?

‘Mancunian Peculiars’ are amusing + acidic; entertaining +
educational; contrary + collectable pamphlets about Manchester…



GRAFFITISM
Street art in Manchester
A6 (148x105mm) softback, 
48 pages, 100 colour photos

Not a collection of the city's
best street art, but a more
critical look at how “vandal-
ism” became mainstream vi-
sual culture and whether the
vandals had more to say.

Funnier than it sounds 

STREET TREES
Photographs of urban trees
A6 (148x105mm) softback, 
48 pages, 50 colour photos

Nature never looked as unatu-
ral as in this collection of pho-
tographs, which mixes satire
and social comment.

“Suburbia is where they bulldoze
the trees and then name the

streets after them"

LANDMARKED
Modern buildings 
A6 (148x105mm) softback, 
52 pages, 38 colour & b/w
photographs

A photography collection of
the  best known modern build-
ings in Manchester,  the good,
the bad and the indifferent. 

Gets behind the cladding

Mancunian Peculiars are available in a (very) select
(very) few bookshops or from www.dunni.co.uk/shop



UNAMERICAN 
ACTIVITIES

Books from a visual arts project 
about aspects of U.S. culture

ATOMIC
Four stories about photogra-
phy and the bombing of the
Japanese cities of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki

A6 (148x105mm) softback,
32 pages, 6 colour and b/w
photographs and postcards
from the author’s collection.

“In that terrible flash 10,000
miles away, men have seen
not only the fate of Japan,
but have glimpsed the fu-
ture of America.”

NEW YORK’S DEAD
Eight true stories about death
in Gotham.

A6 (148x105mm) softback, 
52 pages, Original colour
photographs and postcards
from the author’s collection.

She jumped and made a
beutiful corpse. 

The most famous woman you
never heard of. 

The destruction of NYC on
film.

MACHINE GUNNERS
The Liberace Museum was
closed, so we went to the gun
store instead and had a
grand day out in Las Vegas.

A6 (148x105mm) softback, 
36 pages, original colour 
photographs.

TAXI DRIVER: “Wow – Murder-
ers in England sure have to
work hard to kill someone!
Using a knife or strangling
someone, that’s hard work.
It’s a lot easier with a gun.”

US: “!”

With more titles in preperation



David Dunnico is an artist and writer from 
Manchester in the UK 

You can see what he is getting up to at:

www.dunni.co.uk
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